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Transforming broken design objects

into future heirlooms.

Live Auction Event and Preview Exhibition

Broken design objects, collected from high-pro�le

leaders in the arts and climate change activists, have

been transformed by leading Australian designers.

These future heirlooms will be previewed at Australian

Design Centre from 2 June with the live auction on 9

June. 

The exhibition Transformative Repair includes repaired

and reimagined items including: a broken vespa

donated by actor Yael Stone; a pair of damaged 'Plan-

o-spider' 1950's chairs from gallerist Sally Dan-

Cuthbert; a damaged pendant lamp from the Campana

Brothers for Edra; a broken axe from conservationist

Tim Flannery;  a model aeroplane from Flight Facilities

musician Hugo Gruzman and waste fabrics from

designer Bianca Spender.

The objects have been reimagined by leading

Australian designers and artists including artist Lucy

McRae, designer Adam Goodrum, Nyikina artist and

craftsman Illiam Nargoodah, weaver Liz Williamson

with Tulla Carson, industrial designer David Caon and
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jeweller Kyoko Hashimoto with Ebony Fleur, to give

them new lives. 

Led by Guy Keulemans, Enterprise Fellow at UniSA

Creative, and Trent Jansen, Lecturer at UNSW Art,

Design and Architecture, the initiative aims to generate

discussion around the environmental impact of our

culture of discarding rather than repairing broken

objects.

“The project responds to the pressing cultural and

environmental burden of product obsolescence and

consumer waste through innovation in transformative

repair,” explains Guy Keulemans, Enterprise Fellow at

UniSACreative. “This designed reworking of broken

consumer objects transforms their aesthetic appeal

and cultural value."

ADC CEO and Artistic Director Lisa Cahill said, "At a

time when we are all focussed on the impact of climate

change, we are excited to bring this research-led

project to a wide audience. It challenges us to think

about design, repair and reuse in a new way and

revalue otherwise obsolete objects." 

 

EVENTS

Transformative Repair x ADC : Design Auction

Join us for an auction of creatively repaired broken

objects provided by notable climate change activists

and reinterpreted by leading designers.

Where: Australian Design Centre, 101 - 115 William St,

Darlinghurst NSW 2010

When: Thursday 9 June, 6-8pm

Register here

Transformative Repair x ADC: Floor Talk

Join us to preview the auction items for a Floor Talk

with the curators and designers.When: Saturday 4
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June, 2-3pm

Where: Australian Design Centre

Free event, book here

Find out more about the project, the designers, the

objects and the transformative repair process

transformativerepair.net

Instagram: @transformativerepair 
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About Transformative Repair



Transformative Repair x ADC is a ground-breaking

design auction event drawing attention to creatively

repaired objects. It is the �rst in a series for an

Australian Research Council funded project led by

UniSA’s Guy Keulemans and UNSW’s Trent Jansen with

Partners Investigators Brian Parkes from JamFactory

and Lisa Cahill from Australian Design Centre.The

event works with merging and leading Australian

artists, designers and craftspeople to develop and test

new models for the sustainable use of materials and

products, establishing new opportunities for

consumers, collectors and the public to thoughtfully

and beautifully repair their broken things. 

Supported by:

Media enquires: Alix Fiveash | Communications and

Partnerships Manager | 02 9361 4555

or alix@australiandesigncentre.com

About Australian Design Centre 

Australian Design Centre is proud to be a creative

place located on Gadigal Land. We acknowledge with

respect the traditional owners the Gadigal People of

the Eora Nation.

Established in 1964, ADC is an independent impact

organisation based in Sydney. We create opportunities

for people to engage with design, craft and creativity

through dynamic and high-quality national touring

exhibitions, publishing, digital and educational

activities.

ADC is supported by the generosity of our partners

and donors, the Visual Arts and Craft Strategy, an

initiative of the Australian, State and Territory

Governments, the New South Wales Government

through Create NSW, the Australian Government

through the Australia Council, its arts funding and

advisory body, and the City of Sydney. Australian

Design Centre is a member of Australian Craft and
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Design Centres network and the Sydney Culture

Network. 

 

Follow us on social and digital to join the conversation: 
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Forward 

Australian Design Centre

101 -115 William Street, Darlinghurst, NSW 2010

Phone: 02 9361 4555

Email: hello@australiandesigncentre.com

Opening hours: Tuesday to Friday 11am - 5pm, Saturday 11am -

4pm

or by appointment
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